PRESS RELEASE

PriceHubble announces partnership with
WealthPark to integrate its AI-powered
solutions into WealthPark’s digital
platform for real estate investors and
property manager
(Tokyo, 14 October 2021) PriceHubble, the fast-growing B2B PropTech business
operating in nine countries in Europe and in Japan, has announced a partnership with
WealthPark, the leading provider of digital solutions for property management
companies and apps for real estate owners. PriceHubble will supply AI-powered rent
valuation and reporting technology for integration into WealthPark Business, an app for
real estate owners and property management companies.
For real estate managers, setting the right level of rent is critical for maximising real estate
yields. Objective valuations incorporating data on competing properties, market trends
and property features ensure that rents are optimised to minimise vacancy periods and
maximise yields.
However, gathering the data required to make an accurate assessment and determine the
optimal rent for properties under management or for new properties can be highly
labour-intensive and time-consuming. In addition, the results may vary significantly
depending on the experience and expertise of the staff involved. Lack of a common
decision-making framework at the management company or the inability to back up
calculations with detailed explanations and evidence can further hamper the process.
AI-powered rent valuation and reporting function
This function enables real estate companies that use WealthPark Business to display
objective rent valuations for managed properties and for new properties on their
management screen, and to create reports incorporating this information.
In addition to calculating rents, based on big data and cutting-edge AI technology, the
system also checks neighbouring properties, including vast amounts of historic data, and
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determines the optimal rent for the owner, taking into account competing properties and
the local market. A valuation report incorporating the proposed rent and data on selected
similar properties is created automatically and can be sent to the owner’s WealthPark app.
This functionality is made possible by integrating PriceHubble’s AI real estate valuation
and property search functions into WealthPark’s API. In this way, the functions can be
flexibly incorporated into a partner’s proprietary website, apps or internal systems.
PriceHubble is committed to contributing to the promotion of real estate DX in Japan by
collaborating with app and system providers, real estate companies and financial
institutions.

Contact: media@pricehubble.com

About PriceHubble
PriceHubble is a Swiss B2B proptech company that builds innovative digital solutions for the real estate
industry based on property valuations and market insights. Leveraging big data, cutting-edge analytics and
great visualisation, PriceHubble’s products suite brings a new level of transparency in the market, enabling
their customers to make real estate and investment decisions based on the most accurate data-driven
insights (such as valuations, market analyses, value forecasts or building simulations) and enhance the
dialogue with end consumers. PriceHubble's digital solutions are designed to help all players across the entire
real estate value chain (banks, asset managers, developers, property managers and real estate agents).
PriceHubble is already active in 9 countries (Switzerland, France, Germany, Austria, Japan, Netherlands,
Belgium, Czech Republic and Slovakia) and employs more than 130 people worldwide.
About WealthPark Co., Ltd.
WealthPark provides digital solutions that promote business efficiency to real estate managers. Its services
are widely used by real estate managers both domestically and abroad. In addition, WealthPark Mobile App,
which connects real estate managers and their clients (real estate investors), is currently available in four
languages (Japanese, English, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese) and is supported in 14
countries/regions. The WealthPark team consists of 96 members with diverse experience across industries
such as real estate, investment banking, consulting, manufacturing and e-commerce. Approximately half of
the team are foreign nationals from 12 different countries.

Head office:
Capital:
CEO:
Number of employees:
Offices:
Service coverage areas:
WealthPark home page:
WealthPark Business:

3F Mitomi New Building
1-20-18 Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
JPY 1.758 billion (as of 28 February 2021)
Ryuta Kawada
112 (as of 14 July 2021)
Hong Kong, New York, Shanghai, Taipei, Tokyo
Canada, China, France, Hawaii, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Macau, Malaysia,
Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, UK, USA
www.wealth-park.com
www.wealth-park.com/en/business
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